Abstract. This paper presents a new approach to table structure recognition as well as to layout analysis. The discussed recognition process differs significantly from existing approaches as it realizes a bottom-up clustering of given word segments, whereas conventional table structure recognizers all rely on the detection of some separators such as delineation or significant white space to analyze a page from the top-down. The following analysis of the recognized layout elements is based on the construction of a tile structure and detects row-and/or column spanning cells as well as sparse tables with a high degree of confidence. The overall system is completely domain independent, optionally neglects textual contents and can thus be applied to arbitrary mixed-mode documents (with or without tables) of any language and even operates on low quality OCR documents (e.g. facsimiles).
Introduction
Document structure analysis is emerging as a key technology for enabling the intelligent treatment of information and provides the key for an efficient handling of documents. The information inherent to the layout of tables is even more important, since their relational character requires different analysis techniques in the context of document understanding.
This paper presents the approach of T-Recs, a system that deals with the identification of tables within arbitrary documents, the isolation of individual table cells and the analysis of the layout to determine a correct row/column mapping.
We start with the initial block clustering -the central idea. Then we point out required postprocessing steps to correct some system inherent errors. While so far we focused on the segmentation, Sect. 4 sketches the analysis of the table cell layout.
The T-Recs Document Model
The T-Recs document model has 3 different hierarchically organized structure types and one non-hierarchically embedded auxiliary structure for text lines:
Words are our elementary objects. Their bounding box geometry and optionally their textual contents constitute the input of the system. Formally, a word is described as a triple W = (T, G, A), where T keeps the textual contents, G denotes the bounding box geometry, specified by the quadruple G = (x 0 , y 0 , x 1 , y 1 ) and A holds the recognized font attributes.
Lines (also referred to as text lines) are an initially built aggregation of words that serves as auxiliary structure for all following procedures! They are described as quadruples L = (W 0 , succ, G, A), specifying a sorted list of words (with W 0 naming the first word and succ the appropriate successor function), the bounding box G and the attributes A = (linenumber, rownumber, spc len) that hold the unique linenumber, the logical rownumber (see Sect. 3.5) and average space width.
Blocks are dynamic aggregations of words. Note that blocks are not aggregations of lines! The initial word-to-block mapping is made by the central clustering algorithm but is changed by the various postprocessing steps. Blocks thus keep the main segmentation information.
Like lines, blocks are described as quadruple B = (W 0 , succ, G, A). The additional block attributes A = (type, justif ication, height, nmbwords) describe the classification into type 1 and 2 (see Sect. 3.2), the justification, height (as number of lines) and number of words in the block.
Document The document is defined as quadruple D = (B 0 , succ, G, A),
where B 0 and succ specify a sorted list of blocks. The successor function succ doc (s) is defined for words, lines and blocks. The attributes A = (l spc) contain the average linespacing.
Significantly large distances between adjacent lines cause the construction of dummy lines between them. This prevents the succ doc (line) function from bridging large line spacings as between paragraphs.
In our notation, objects of higher level instances are denoted in a functional way: block(w x ) stands for the associated block of word w x . The attributes of an object are denoted similarly but with brackets instead of parentheses around the argument. Thus, f ontsize[w x ] would describe the fontsize attribute of the word w x . The bounding box geometry G = (x 0 , y 0 , x 1 , y 1 ) itself is specified by the upper-left and lower-right corner coordinates respectively.
Omiting the subordinated textline structure we achieve the hierarchical document model seen in Fig. 1 , consisting of words, blocks and the document itself (in bottom-up order). Each object is part of a higher level instance.
Segmentation

Top-Down vs. Bottom-Up
Structure recognition itself is a wide research area and numerous people are addressing this topic. Existing approaches can be divided into systems which are specialized to detect logical objects in a restricted domain such as business letters as described in Dengel [3] or systems which try to identify more general structure elements like paragraphs, headers or lists. Hu [7] and Condit [2] both describe systems of that class. But only a small part of such systems consider the specific problems of tabular structures. They rather focus on objects like paragraphs, headers and lists in the general case or sender, recipient, date and body in case of business letters.
The investigation of existing table structure recognition approaches discloses a significant similarity: segmentation can always be characterized as a top-down approach that is driven by the detection of separators. Rus and Summers [16] present a system for the segmentation and labeling of general structures, also considering tables where they are able to detect narrow columns, using so-called White Space Density Graphs (WDG). Some other approaches relying on sufficiently large white spaces are described by Rahgozar et al. [13] who operates on word segments rather than on the bitmap, Tupaj et al. [18] who takes plain text output of OCR systems as input and Spitz [17] who determines so-called horizontal and vertical rivers of white space to define the boundaries of the islands of print material. Others are explicitly looking for ruling lines that determine the table structure. Representatives of this class are Green and Krishnamoorthy [5] , who apply a grammar-based analysis on the set of occuring lines to evaluate the table layout, Itonori [8] , who only considers the labeling aspects and expects well segmented blocks as input, or Hirayama [6] with his interesting DP matching method. Chandran and Kasturi [1] consider both (ruled lines and so-called white streams) to determine the layout structure.
T-Recs differs from conventional table segmentation systems as it represents a bottom-up approach. The central idea of T-Recs is to not explicitly look for any kind of separators (lines or spacings) but rather to identify words that belong to the same logical unit. The motivation for this unconventional strategy was twofold:
While typical top-down systems rely on the detection of some evidence to separate layout regions from each other, appropriate table segmentation systems concentrate on either characteristic delineation or conspicuous white spaces. This leads to a somewhat limited applicability of those systems.
The second reason for our design was driven by the insight that a human's way of recognizing a tabular structure within a document is based on the wordsegments themselves. When looking at a table, a human never tries to identify textlines which he then divides into fragments of columns nor does he search for a given delineation to decompose layout regions. He rather realizes the blocks and columns directly as aggregations of words.
The T-Recs Bottom-Up Clustering Approach
Elementary to bottom-up approaches is the fact that some ordered elements (words) are aggregated to higher level instances (blocks). Since other bottom-up clustering systems either rely on nearest neighbors [4] , run-length smoothing [19] or on the construction of Voronoi diagrams as block separators [12] [10] and thus localize adjacent elements to all directions, they will not be able to detect narrow column gaps. In contrast, T-Recs limits its search to neighboring words in the previous and next line (relative to the currently inspected item) whose bounding-boxes horizontally overlap with the inspected word. This symmetrical, binary relation ovl(w 1 , w 2 ) is given if the projections of the bounding boxes of two words w 1 and w 2 to the x-axis have a common range and if the words are located in subsequent lines: Figure 2 shows a sample block and the area that contains potential overlapping words (gray stripe over the initial word "consists"). The words (or bounding boxes) that are "touched" by this virtual stripe will be clustered to the same block as the initial word. Blocks are constructed "around" the block seed w 0 and can thus be described as transitive hull ovl * of the overlapping relation. We also write w x ∼ ovl * w y if the words belong to the same cluster and define:
Since the ovl relation is symmetrical, and hence ∼ ovl * is an equivalence relation, it is obvious, that the choice of the block seed has no effect on the clustering result:
We use the so called segmentation graph (Fig. 2, right) to visualize the clustering. The nodes of that graph are the centerpoints of the bounding boxes and an edge between two nodes indicates the overlapping relation between the appropriate words.
Advantages of the T-Recs Approach
The strengths of T-Recs are not directly visible in the context of the above example but at least it is obvious that T-Recs is capable of recognizing and clustering regular blocks. It is moreover clear, that isolated blocks will be recognized as isolated elements since their elements do not interleave mutually. An example of a tabular environment with a dense column arrangement is seen in Fig. 3 . 
Fig. 3. Segmentation of a tabular environment
A first advantage of this approach compared to top-down systems is the independence of delineations or conspicuous white spaces. We can thus accept any documents regardless of the occurence of the above features.
A second advantage is the independence of accurate vertical or horizontal cuts between block. T-Recs is able to segment blocks whose rectangular block bounding boxes intersect. In other words: the block layout is not limited to rectangular shapes. Here we also speak of Non-Manhattan Layout [11] .
System Inherent Errors
Although the results look good on a large collection of documents, we recognize that there are some segmentation errors that are inherent to this approach. Aiming towards the identification of significant features of all mis-segmentations to provide appropriate corrections algorithms, we were able to develop a series of specialized procedures.
Throughout this document we will use Fig. 4 (left) as reference to give examples of the different classes of errors but also for discussing appropriate postprocessing procedures. The error classes can be described as follows: -Columns that are merged together by a common header which consistently overlaps with the first word of each column (Fig. 4 , left: a). -Blocks that are split into parts by an occasional gap at the same X-position throughout the block (so called rivers) (Fig. 4 , left: b). -Words that have neither an upper nor a lower neighbor will remain isolated.
Each word of a header will for instance produce an individual, isolated block (Fig. 4 , left: c).
The following paragraph discusses ways to escape these inherent errors. Each error-class will have its own postprocessing procedure.
Postprocessing Steps
Isolation of Merged Columns
The first problem that we want to consider are column blocks that are joined together by a common header which spans all the columns. In this case we need to identify the subcolumns. Looking more closely at the segmentation graph, we recognize a significant feature: the words of subcolumns all occur in a one-to-one relation. This relation one one (w x , w y ) is given between two words, if word w x has exactly one lower overlapping neighbor w y and w y has exactly this one upper neighbor w x . Sequences of such words (as typically found in subcolumns) are especially visually conspicuous. We need to introduce some new functions in order to express this relation formally:
Using the above functions, we can define the one-to-one relation as follows:
(this line ensures symmetry)
We now separate all sequences of words standing in such a one-to-one relation and moreover call them Split Sons (B split ). No other parametrical limits are applied at that point. The set of words for each of these newly created blocks is characterized as the transitive hull of the one one relation :
The result of this step applied to our reference document is seen in Fig. 4 (center). The interesting regions are marked with ovals.
As expected, this negligent isolation step results in some B split blocks that are incorrect (small ovals). But the value of each isolated block can best be rated afterwards because the most significant factor for being a proper subcolumn is given by the surrounding columns. As we know, table columns typically occur only in the neighborhood of other columns. The basis for the split sons to remain isolated is calculated on the following features: number of directly adjacent columns; average amount of space to the left and right neighbor; block height; textual or structural similarity of the words (optional).
If the basis of a B split block does not reach a given threshold, it will be remerged with its father-block. The result of this remerging operation is seen in Fig. 4 (right) . The shaded ovals point to the "repaired" blocks.
Elimination of "Rivers"
In some cases a regular block might show some white space at the same x-position throughout the complete block. These so called rivers of whitespace are said to be bad layout and are tried to be avoided by modern typesetting programs and wordprocessors. They are more likely to occur in small blocks of only a few lines, using fixed width fonts (e.g. ASCII texts).
Applying the simple heuristics of merging adjacent blocks if the average gap size between the words at the border is not significantly bigger than one space, would end in the loss of isolated table columns with narrow gaps as well. To avoid this error, the merging operation must be applied selectively.
A closer look at the blocks which would be affected points out a very distinctive feature: those table column blocks that we want to prevent from the remerging are all characterized by having at most one word (or token) per line.
We thus classify all blocks into two types: the typical column blocks with one word per line are classified as type 1. All others are of type 2.
The actual postprocessing step is quite straightforward: we simply merge all (and only!) adjacent type 2 blocks if the white space between the words of the adjacent blocks is not significantly bigger than one space 1 . The intermediate clustering after this merging operation is seen in Fig. 5 (left) .
Clustering of Isolated Words
The third class of errors is caused by words which have neither upper nor lower neighbor and thus would not be clustered to any block. A header would for instance be interpreted as a table of one line height with each word representing one column. In general, words that have neither upper nor lower neighbor might either belong to an isolated line (e.g. a header), stick out of the end of a nonjustified block or represent the content of a table cell. For all except the last case the initial clustering algorithm keeps these words isolated by fault. We thus have to decide whether an isolated word fits into a table column or not. To gain a global view over all potential columns, we scan through all blocks and wherever a relatively narrow block or at least two blocks in a horizontal neighborhood occur, we assume to be inside a potential table environment and evaluate what we call the corresponding margin structure with its margin points MP and the reference points RP.
Therefore, we visit all blocks sequentially and if a block presumably belongs to a margin structure we evaluate the appropriate block cluster The reference points of our sample document are shown in Fig. 5 (center): gray and black bars for the left and right RPs respectively. The dark ovals point towards isolated words that should be bound to their horizontal neighbor. The bright ovals point towards words that should remain isolated.
Thus, every block in a cluster B b clst has one left and one right RP. If any of the appropriate RPs ref counter of a block is smaller than a given limit, it is presumed not to match with a surrounding column and will occasionally be merged to surrounding neighbor blocks on the appropriate side.
The effect of this procedure is to select isolated words that do not fit into a surrounding table column for the merging operation. The resulting blocks are seen in Fig. 5 (right) . The gray ovals point out the "repaired" parts.
Delineation Based Block Separation
The intuitive semantics of delineations is an explicit demarcation of the distinct text areas. In the rare case of very dense blocksetting, it might happen, that the initial clustering builds blocks over such delineations. Therefore we apply the following processing steps.
We call a block strictly cut, if all endpoints of an intersecting line (or touching lines) are outside of the block bounding box. If one end of a separator is outside and one is inside of the block bounding box (thereby not touching any other separator), we say it is weakly cut. In either case the block is subject to further analysis.
Fig. 6. Separator based splitting of a strictly cut block
Separation of Strictly Cut Blocks
In this case, we simply have to decide for each word on which side relative to the separator it is positioned. The words are moved to new blocks accordingly. Figure 6 gives an example of three blocks that are isolated by two separators (left). Due to the dense arrangements of all words of these blocks, the initial clustering of T-Recs causes all words to be mapped to one block, as indicated by the segmentation graph (center). The above mentioned operation would achieve the final segmentation (right). Figures 7 and 8 both show examples of blocks which are weakly cut by a horizontal separator. As the block geometry itself gives no further discriminating information on how to proceed, we need to have a closer look at the words themselves when dealing with weakly cut blocks.
Separation of Weakly Cut Blocks
Fig. 7. Example of an unaffected weakly cut block
Even as a human reader we have no intuitive idea how to deal with the situation given in Figure 7 . It is not clear, whether to break the block or not and if yes, what to do with the words that are not projected onto the separator. We decided to leave such blocks untouched.
Fig. 8. Example of an affected weakly cut block
The example of Figure 8 is more intuitive: While one endpoint is inside the block bounding box, the decomposition based on the given separator looks nonetheless reasonable. This is due to the fact that the projections of the words on both sides of the separator to the extended line do not meet beside the separator itself. The upcoming operation is straightforward: The words are being moved to separate blocks according to their relative side.
Unification of Block Abstraction Level
Looking at the type 1 blocks (see Sect. 3.2) we realize that they all represent columns (or parts of a column), whereas type 2 blocks represent atomic textual units.
To achieve a homogeneous view, we simply decompose all type 1 blocks into their individual line segments. The resulting structure is seen on the left of Fig. 9 . The figure moreover shows some conspicuous black horizontal lines, called (logical) row borders. These are triggered by the top edges of those blocks that are standing inside a tabular environment. We might further observe two distinct type 2 blocks (indicated by the gray ovals) which are intersected by some row borders. If such a block is an aggregation of table cells, it will also be decomposed at the edges of the row borders.
To decide whether or not a type 2 block has to be treated like this, we consider that word processors try to fill the existing line space as much as possible. Thus, a word at the beginning of each line would not have fit on the end of the previous line. In this case we say that a block is properly filled and conclude that it contains no explicit returns and hence builds a logical entity. The resulting structure which represents the final segmentation result is seen on the right of Fig. 9 .
We like to refer to [9] for a detailed description of the postprocessing steps discussed in Sects. 3 and 3.5 and to the online demo of the T-Recs system under http://www.dfki.uni-kl.de/∼kieni/t recs/
Table Layout Analysis
To ensure a common terminology, we need to specify some objects used in the context of tables. To point out the differences between the data cells and the table tiles we take an example with an empty field as well as a column-and a row spanning data cell as shown in Fig. 10 . The block segments are represented by black outlined rectangles. The gray filled rectangles indicate the structures to be explained. Wherever two or more blocks occur as horizontal neighbors (indicated by blocks with a dedicated margin structure), we assume a table and construct a structure that we call table tiles.
Construction of Table Tiles
Instead of rule based approaches that perform a bottom-up aggregation of higher level objects, T-Recs evaluates a grid of tiles which is fine enough so that each tile covers at most one table cell. Figure 11 (left) shows an example of some blocks (indicated by bright rectangles) and some horizontal and vertical block separators. The horizontal separators are identical to the row borders as described in Sect. 3.5. The vertical separators overlay the areas between right and left margin points as described in Sect. 3.3. In contrast, Fig. 11 (center) shows a degenerate table with various row or column spanning cells and even "missing" cells (i.e. the table is sparse). Nonetheless we get the same tile structure as in the example of Fig. 9 , indicating 4 rows and 4 columns. Obviously, the tiles are no longer identical to the cells. Again, each tile is covered by at most one cell -but we also realize that some cells touch more than one tile and moreover we see that some tiles remain untouched.
Internal Structured Representation
The internal representation of the document structure consists of a sequence of regular paragraph blocks and blocks occuring as cells within a table. The latter blocks contain pointers to appropriate tile structures. The presence of tile structures causes the system to handle the appropriate blocks differently than other blocks, i.e. with a function that is designed for that particular purpose. First, we need to identify the different states of a tile:
1. A tile can be left blank (if a table is sparse). 2. A tile can be covered by a block that does not reach to adjacent tiles. 3. A tile can be the first (topmost and leftmost) in a sequence of tiles to be covered by one column and/or row spanning cell. 4. A tile can be the "non-first" in a sequence of tiles to be covered by a column and/or row spanning cell.
Figure 11 (right) shows the center example again, but with numbers in each tile, indicating the appropriate classification according to the numbering of the different states.
Generating Tagged Output of Tables
Since the current output of T-Recs is a HTML document, we briefly summarize the main HTML tags that are used for the definition of tables. All tags specify an environment which ends with the corresponding end-tag. The end-tags are indicated by a slash in front of the actual tag name. An overall table will be nested between a pair of <TABLE> and </TABLE> tags. The preparation of the tagged output of tabular environments is done by traversing the tile structure from top to bottom, left to right. The actions performed for each tile are thereby controlled by the discussed state. The following abstract algorithm describes the individual operations:
<TABLE>
Conclusion and Outlook
While classical character recognition systems do not show recent significant improvements [14] [15], commercial OCR systems focus more and more on the detection of structural information (such as tables) as key technology for their products.
Since benchmarking systems have not yet been developed for tabular structures, we cannot give quantitative statements about T-Recs results. But the demonstrated interest of OCR vendors in the T-Recs technology might count as proof for being on the right track.
Both of the T-Recs subsystems, segmentation and layout analysis, are still subject to further research with the goal of an improved performance. We will for instance implement new heuristics to avoid the misinterpretation of layout objects in business letters as tables.
In order to allow an objective benchmarking of the recognition accuracy we are currently developing a graphical user interface to gather ground truth data. This frontend also allows us to manipulate the layout of given documents while keeping track of the document logic. Thus, it is possible to construct large collections of ground truth data in a ready-to-use format for the actual application (no printing, scanning or OCR process neccessary) which is moreover free of any unwanted noise.
Benchmarking not only allows us to compare different analysis systems but also to document system progress and to optimize predefined system parameters.
